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ABSTRACT
Modern commodity hardware architectures, with their multiple multi-core CPUs and high-speed system interconnects,
exhibit tremendous power. In this paper, we study performance limitations when building both software routers and
software virtual routers on such systems. We show that the
fundamental performance bottleneck is currently the memory system, and that through careful mapping of tasks to
CPUs cores, we can achieve forwarding rates of 7 million
minimum-sized packets per second on mid-range server-class
systems, thus demonstrating the viability of software routers.
We also find that current virtualisation systems, when used
to provide forwarding engine virtualisation, yield aggregate
performance equivalent to that of a single software router, a
tenfold improvement on current virtual router platform performance. Finally, we identify principles for the construction of high-performance software router systems on commodity hardware, including full router virtualisation support.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years virtualisation has become a hot
topic, with platforms such as Xen[1] and VMware[2] enabling virtual machines on regular x86 PC hardware, and
Intel and AMD both adding virtualisation extensions[3] to
their processors. Of course, virtualisation is nothing new:
IBM’s CP/CMS[4] provided virtual machine support in the
late 1960s. However, only recently has PC hardware become powerful enough to make running multiple virtual machines on one inexpensive box a practical proposition. From
a server point of view, virtualisation makes a great deal of
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sense: a single machine in a data center can support many
different network servers. One of the advantages arising
from this is isolation, ensuring that if a virtual server is compromised the damage is limited and that a buggy sever does
not exhaust all OS resources. Another clear advantage is that
unused resources from one server can be used by another.
And perhaps most importantly, different administrators can
manage different servers on the same hardware without needing to trust each other, thus enabling many new business
models.
The advantages of isolation and independent administration carry over to network virtualisation. Virtual LANs
(VLANs) and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) allow a single network to be subdivided and to have different users of
the network isolated from each other. However, while most
ethernet switches support VLANs, the model is that a single
switch administrator configures these VLANs. While from
the outside it looks like the switch is behaving as a separate
switch for each VLAN, the switch itself is not virtualized in
any real sense. The same is true with VPNs: an ISP might
sell a VPN service, allowing a customer to interconnect his
sites over the ISP’s Internet backbone, safe in the knowledge
that they are isolated from other users of the public Internet.
However, the customer does not get a virtual slice of the
ISP’s core routers to manage as he sees fit.
Extending the idea of true virtualisation to network resources, and to routers in particular, seems like the natural
next step. The benefits are obvious: a single virtual router
platform can provide independent routing for multiple networks in a manner that permits independent management of
those networks. There are many applications for such a technology. For example, within our university there is a router
connected to the campus backbone that also provides routing between IP subnets within our department. Should this
be managed by the campus network administrators or by our
department? Such petty turf wars are remarkably commonplace. Virtual routers allow separate administration within a
single box in a natural manner; they also enable many business models that are currently difficult.
In the research world, the VINI [5] platform advocates
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Figure 1: Architecture of a Dell PowerEdge 2950
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Figure 2: One and two-way forwarding performance for a single-processor router. Mpps stands
for millions of packets per second.

and enables a form of virtual network1 , where the routers
are virtualized and interconnected by virtual links using tunneling. Pushing this down into the physical infrastructure
so that virtual routers are directly connected by VLAN or
MPLS sliced physical links would allow an entire network
to be virtualized, whether simply to allow independent management or to enable whole new network architectures to be
rolled out without risk of damage to existing network services. Given the difficulties faced in changing the current
Internet, it seems likely that router and network virtualisation could be a key enablers for Internet innovation.
For many applications of virtual routers, flexibility is currently considered more important than raw speed. Indeed,
while the forwarding rate reported in recent virtual router
work (e.g., the rate for minimum-sized packets of roughly
700kpps in [6] or [7]) is significantly better than that originally achieved in VINI [5], it is still rather low for practical
applications in a real network.
On the other hand, on many occasions over the last few
years, we have heard people assert that for routers to go
fast, they would need dedicated forwarding hardware, with
the various camps pushing the case for Network Processors,
FPGAs, and various forms of offload engines; usually such
pitches include graphs showing the sorry state of software
forwarding. However, all low and mid-range Cisco routers
still use software forwarding, so clearly the commercial world
finds the performance acceptable for the sort of link speeds
purchased by small and medium sized businesses.
So, can a high-performance software virtual router be reasonably conceived? If the goal is to enable innovation, then
it would be wonderful if software routers were up to the job,
because the alternatives are so much harder to work with.
What then is the real story regarding software router performance?
PC hardware has moved on significantly in the last few
years, and results from five years ago are now largely irrelevant. PCI buses are no longer the serious bottleneck they
once were, and multi-core CPUs promise much more pro1 The term virtual network should not to be confused with the rather
limited commercial VPN offerings.

cessing power if only we can find a way to harness it. If
we want future Internet routers to be more flexible than current IP routers, then (at least at the network edges) it seems
that the flexibility of software routers on cheap commodity
multi-core CPUs could potentially be a huge win.
In this paper, we examine the issue of how well suited
these new commodity hardware architectures are to full router
virtualisation. By exploring performance limitations and their
causes, we hope to scope the debate regarding this rapidly
expanding area of research with some real data. Beyond this,
we aim to identify principles for the design of high performance software virtual routers.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates
performance aspects of software routers in the context of
multi-core commodity machines. Section 3 evaluates the
various approaches to building software virtual routers, focusing on issues for high forwarding performance; we conclude in section 4.

2. ROUTERS ON MODERN X86 SYSTEMS
Modern x86 hardware is not bereft of resources: the introduction of PCI Express buses and multi-core CPUs have
changed the scene considerably in the last couple of years.
Although we have results from quite a number of different
x86 systems, for simplicity of explanation we will show results only from one class of machines that typifies mid-range
server-class systems; the architecture of this particular class
of systems will let us tease apart some of the causes of performance bottlenecks.
The systems we will use are Dell PowerEdge 2950 systems (Figure 1). These are relatively inexpensive servers,
with two Intel quad-core CPUs. In reality, these are really
two dual-core CPUs on one die, as only pairs of cores share
L2 caches. Further, the system has 8GB of DDR2 667MHz
memory, arranged in eight 1GB modules on a dual-channel
setup. With respect to networking, the server has three quadgigabit ethernet cards, for a total of 12 interfaces. Each of
these cards has two Intel 82571EB controller chips, each of
which handles two ports, and connect using PCIe x4 lanes.
This setup gives the highest reasonable port density we can
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Figure 3: One and two-way forwarding performance for a multi-processor
router.

fit in a sensibly-sized PC server without resorting to exotic
hardware.
The HEN[8] testbed used for our experiments consists of
a large number of PowerEdge systems connected together
by a single non-blocking, constant-latency gigabit Ethernet
switch. We used Linux 2.6.19.33 for the operating system
and the Click modular router package (version 1.6 but with
patches eliminating SMP-based locking issues) with a polling
driver for the actual packet forwarding. Test traffic was generated by similar machines, each underutilised so as to be
able to generate or receive packets at line-rate for any packet
size.

2.1 Basic forwarding numbers
To understand the baseline performance, we first examine the forwarding limits of a single CPU core, where each
packet is moved from an incoming interface to an outgoing
one without any further processing. Figure 2 shows how
forwarding performance saturates as we increase the incoming packet rate. The curves on the graph represent increasing
numbers of flows set-up between separate pairs of interfaces,
up to the maximum of 6 that our machines can support when
all twelve interfaces are being used.
Figure 2(a) shows that with 64-byte packets the router had
already saturated at around 2.5Mpps, and adding extra flows
did not help. With larger packets, the story is rather different.
In this case, the curves level off not because of forwarding
saturation, but because the incoming links are saturated. A
single CPU core can forward all twelve gigabit flows at line
rate without loss.
For a single CPU core then, the limitation appears to be
processing power when the aggregate forwarding rate exceeds 2.5Mpps. With 1024-byte packets this means that we
would need about 20 gigabit interfaces in the machine in order to saturate this single core.
In 2008, the trend is for manufacturers to increase system
performance by having mulitple CPU cores on each processor die because single core systems are nearing the limits
of their performance. For small-packet forwarding, the obvious question is whether we can effectively make use of
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Figure 4: Effect of additional memory accesses on forwarding performance.

more cores.
Figure 3(a) shows the effect of increasing the number of
unidirectional flows of 64-byte packets while using an additional core for each additional flow. The performance scales
perfectly with the number of cores for the first four gigabit flows, indicating that forwarding had indeed been CPUlimited. However, we hit a hard limit around 7.1Mpps, and
adding more flows and CPU cores does not increase this
limit. Figure 3(b) shows very similar behavior for bidirectional flows, with linear scaling up to 7.1Mpps. This limitation cannot be due to lack of processing power, because it
does not increase as we add extra cores. It also cannot be a
hard bound on throughput (at least not in bytes per second)
because 7.1Mpps corresponds to a bitrate of 3.64Gb/s and
we have already seen that this hardware can forward 12Gb/s
with larger packets. Where then, does the bottleneck lie?
One clue comes from Figure 4(a). In the previous experiments we were doing the most simple packet forwarding
possible, without conducting an IP lookup or modifying the
packet in any way. In Figure 4 we compare the performance
of the simple forwarding with that of a full IP lookup and
TTL modification, showing both the single-core case and the
6-core SMP case. In the case of 1024-byte packets, the extra
work per packet does not cost us anything, and we can still
forward at 12Gb/s. In the case of 64-byte packets, the extra work decreases the forwarding performance by approximately 30%. For the single processor case we might expect
this, as the CPU is the bottleneck and now it has more work
to do. However, in the 6-core case the aggregate rate of all
six cores is only slightly more than three times the rate of a
single core. If CPU cycles were the issue, we should be able
to do better than this.

2.2 Life cycle of a packet
Let us examine the path a packet takes through a software
router from ingress to egress interface (Figure 5). At a basic
level, a Click forwarding path can be considered as a receive
and a transmit path connected together by a queue.
There are two main parts to the packet reception path:

• Packets from the NIC’s hardware queue are copied into
the main memory using DMA (arrow (1) in Figure 5).
Typically a fairly long chain of DMA buffers is handed
to the NIC, which it uses as packets arrive.
• When the relevant PollDevice element is scheduled by
the kernel, the rx ring is polled (arrow (2)). Packets
there are processed by the Click inbound forwarding
path and placed in Click’s internal queue (not shown).

• When Click’s transmit path is scheduled, it pulls waiting packets from Click’s queue, performs outgoing processing, and enqueues them in the DMA transmit ring
(arrow (3)). The DMA buffer descriptor is written so
that the DMA engine knows where to find the packet.
• Finally the NIC transfers the packet using DMA to its
own outgoing queue (arrow (4)).
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One possible cause is that the CPUs are causing memory
livelock by polling the packet descriptors in main memory
at too high a rate, preventing the DMA controller accessing
memory. However, when we use the CPU cycle counter to
reduce the polling rate this has no effect on the forwarding
rate. Thus it would seem that the CPU is neither causing
memory livelock nor is short of resources to perform polling.

2.3.2 PCIe bus

The transmission path also has two main parts:

4 port
NIC

2.3.1 Could polling result in livelock?

Socket Buffer
tx ring

Another possible bottleneck is the PCIe bus (this term is
a misnomer, as PCIe is a switched interconnect). The PCIe
bus of each network card has the ability to transfer 8Gb/s
(4 x 250 MByte/s) in each direction, giving a bi-directional
data rate of 16Gb/s. Clearly the limitation isn’t bandwidth,
because with large packets we achieve line rate, giving a bidirectional forwarding rate of 8Gb/s. With small packets we
hit the limit at only 7.5% of the available bus bandwidth.
The problem cannot be a bus access latency issue (as was
common on PCI-X) either, as the forwarding limit is not significantly changed if we concentrate four bidirectional flows
on one pair of quad-cards, or spread them across all three
cards.
It is important to note that according to the PCIe specification, at most 256 bytes can be carried within a PCIe transaction, which means that upon forwarding minimum sized
packets each DMA transaction involves only a single PCIe
transaction.

2.3.3 Memory performance

DMA
(4) tx_queue()
North Bridge
82571

South Bridge

Figure 5: Path a packet takes as it is forwarded from an
input to an output interface. The diagram assumes that
Click and the e1000 driver are used.

2.3 Identifying the limitation
The limitation of 7 Mpps (millions of packets per second)
seems strange because the CPU, memory and buses all appear to have headroom given the other experiments. To narrow down the limitation, we first must examine where packets are being dropped. NIC counters indicate that packets are
being dropped from the NIC queue. There are really just two
possibilities: either the CPU is not allocating DMA buffers
to the NIC fast enough, or the NIC cannot use the buffers it
has been allocated fast enough. When we go to poll a packet
we added checks to see how many packets had been DMAed
and were ready in main memory. The number turns out to
be rarely more than one, and usually zero. If the NIC was
running out of DMA buffers to use, then these buffers would
hold received packets in memory. This is not the case, so the
problem is clearly that the NIC is having difficulty DMAing
packets to memory at a fast enough rate.

The data rate of recent DRAM chips looks sufficient for
high performance packet forwarding (e.g., the PC2-5300 modules in our system have a data rate of 5312MB/s, while DDR3
memory modules can have bandwidths over 15GB/s). Unfortunately, these bandwidths are only achievable when contiguous memory is read or written, and this is not the case
when small packets are forwarded via main memory.
In section 2.2 we saw the main steps when packets are forwarded from ingress to egress, which helps understand the
role of main memory. To extend this picture, we have to
take into account the reads and writes of the packet descriptors, both by the NIC and by the CPU. It is hard to tell from
reading the code exactly which accesses hit the CPU cache
and which are forced to access the main memory. Hence,
we measured the number of completed memory bus transactions using Oprofile [9]: Figure 6 shows the results per driver
function. These results only reflect CPU memory accesses,
omitting those initiated by the card. For each data transfer,
the NIC needs to read a buffer descriptor indicating where in
memory to obtain or place the packet, and it needs to update
the descriptor after the transfer, so the CPU knows it is complete (thus adding three NIC generated memory accesses per
data transfer). In total then, it requires about ten memory accesses per packet forwarded. As socket buffers for different
interfaces are allocated at separate memory locations, con-
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Figure 6: Number of memory bus transactions per packet.

secutive DMA transactions are going to access the memory
at discontiguous memory locations.
We are able to transfer 7.1Mpps, which translates into
140ns per packet. On average then, each memory access has
14ns to complete. The memory in our systems is DDR2-666,
which has a clock speed of 333MHz or 3ns per bus clock cycle. Thus on average, a memory access needs to take place
every 4.7 bus cycles.
TCL
TRCD
TRP
TRAS

5
5
5
15

CAS Latency
RAS-to-CAS delay
RAS Precharge
Active to Precharge delay

The table above shows the access latencies of the memory modules in our machines. What is the effect of a constant sequence of 16 (size of the descriptors) and 60 (size
of a minimum sized packet) bytes reads or writes to separate (i.e., discontiguous) locations? With DDR2 memory,
addresses are asserted in two phases. First the Row Address
Select (RAS) is applied, then the Column Address Select
(CAS) is applied and finally data can be transferred, 16 bytes
per half-clock cycle (and two clock cycles are needed per 60
bytes) for several clock cycles if desired. If memory access
are consecutive, memory bandwidth is very high. For subsequent addresses, if the column address does not change, a
new CAS value can be asserted, so accesses can be approximately 5 bus cycles apart. However if memory accesses
are random and short, the overhead of precharge, RAS, and
CAS can be paid, and writes must be 15 bus cycles apart.
Thus there is a factor of 30 between the fastest consecutive
accesses and the slowest non-consecutive accesses.
When we compare the average 4.7 cycles per memory access with these memory latency figures, the result is very
close to the 5 cycle CAS latency, which is the lowest delay we might reasonably expect. Simply, memory latency
seems to be the bottleneck for our routers. These figures are
of course somewhat simplistic; it takes a few half-cycles to
transfer the data at 16 bytes per half-cycle; writes are actually cheaper than reads on DDR2; more than one buffer descriptor might be updated in one burst-write; some memory
accesses will likely be on different rows, so pay the full RAS
and CAS delay, and so on. But overall, the best we can expect to get from our memory system is very similar to what
we do in fact obtain. The evidence is clear - on a uniform

memory architecture such as provided by our Intel CPUs,
memory latency is the limiting factor for small packets.

2.4 Core allocation
Given the memory bottleneck, it immediately becomes
clear that CPU L2 cache performance is critical, as this reduces the need to access main memory. When forwarding packets we have to decide which cores do what part of
the work. On our multi-core systems, some cores share L2
caches and some do not. This allows us to investigate how
the CPU cache affects forwarding performance.
We constructed a Click configuration consisting of two
forwarding paths, each performing standard IP forwarding
in compliance with standards [10]. Two CPU cores were
allocated, using the four mappings shown in Figures 7(a) to
7(d). Figure 7(e) shows the aggregate forwarding rate for
each mapping and the theoretical limit (nearly 3Mpps for 64
byte packets).
With one core (Figure 7(a)) the achievable rate is about
1.6Mpps. Adding another core from a different CPU so that
one core handles inbound packets and the other handles outbound packets (Figure 7(b)) actually decreases performance.
The reason for this is that packets switch CPUs. As they are
not in the CPU cache of the second core, this requires extra
memory accesses, adversely affecting performance.
Running the same experiment with two cores that do share
an L2 cache (Figure 7(c)) improves performance over the
single core case; this is further indication that memory accesses are the bottleneck. However, to further improve the
performance we allocated the cores so that each was only
processing the packets of a single forwarding path (Figure
7(d)). This is nearly optimal as the packets stay in the L1
cache of each core.

2.5 Complex Flow Patterns
So far we have concentrated on teasing apart the factors
that limit forwarding performance; primarily these are CPU
cycles on a single-core machine and memory accesses when
multiple cores are used. However, the job of a real router
is more complex than our experiments so far. In particular,
there is no nice pairing of incoming and outgoing interfaces.
The merging of packet flows further reduces performance
because this brings additional limitations into play. Before
we examine the options for virtualising routers, it is important to understand these limitations.
As we have shown above, a reasonable starting point for
core-to-interface mapping is to allocate incoming interfaces
to cores, and dynamically map outgoing interfaces to these
same cores according to traffic flows so that the largest number of packets do not have to switch cores. However, if we
do this, some packets will nonetheless need to switch cores.
Consider the two scenarios shown in Figure 8. In the first,
some flows must switch cores. In the second, some flows
converge on an outgoing interface. How do this more complex flow patterns affect performance?
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Consider first the scenario from Figure 8(a). The left curves
in Figure 9 show the performance of flows 0 and 1 when
the cores share an L2 cache and when they do not. Again
the limiting factor of memory accesses is clear, with the L2
cache improving performance significantly.
This is, however, not the whole story. The right curves
in Figure 9 show a very similar scenario, but four cores are
used instead – one for each inbound branch and one for each
outbound branch. The number of memory accesses should
be the same as before, but the curves show noticeably better
performance. If memory were the only limiting factor, the
two sides would be the same.
The cause is the Click scheduler. Inbound and outbound
branches are tasks; on each core tasks are scheduled in a
round-robin manner, and are not pre-empted. It turns out
that tasks can interfere with each other. When the inbound
branch has the CPU and in turn is spending most of its time
waiting on memory, the outbound branch cannot be scheduled, and vice versa. The effect is that we miss opportunities
to transmit packets, lowering performance.

The scenario from Figure 8(b) is somewhat worse. Figure 10 shows the results of the scenario where the two cores
do not share L2 caches. Figure 10 shows how two equalrate flows share the outgoing link. Up until the outgoing
link saturates, their share is equal. However, after the link
saturates, the share becomes increasingly unfair. The Click
queue starts to fill up, so some packets that are received are
not forwarded, resulting in wasted work. This however is
not the cause for the unfairness; in fact it is caused by a bad
interaction with the Click scheduler. Essentially two cores
are competing to put packets into the queue, but one of these
cores must also handle taking packets out of the queue. It is
unsurprising then that the less loaded core wins this battle,
giving the unfair results shown.
Once traffic flows become more complex, the behavior
of the scheduler becomes very important on multi-core systems. In particular, if a Click queue is overflowing, a good
scheduler strategy would be to reduce the polling rate of incoming interfaces feeding that queue. However, this is only
possible if the incoming interface is not also feeding interfaces that are lightly loaded, or these other flows will also
be throttled. The alternative is to implement fair queuing between packets from different incoming interfaces. This will
achieves better fairness, but at the expense of wasting memory accesses on packets that will eventually be dropped at
the queue, unless of course virtual queueing is supported in
hardware on the NIC (see Section 3.2).

3. EXPLORING ROUTER VIRTUALIZATION

Dom0

3.1 System Virtualisation
It is possible to compose a virtual software router in three
different configurations where packet forwarding is under
taken by using one of the following schemes.
• Common forwarding plane : All virtual forwarding
paths are in a common forwarding domain (Figures
11(a) and 12(a)).
• Interface direct mapping : Each virtual forwarding path
is in its own guest domain with interfaces directly assigned to it (Figures 11(b) and 12(b)).
• Hybrid forwarding plane : Traffic for a virtual forwarding path is filtered from a shared forwarding domain
into a guest domain (Figures 11(c) and 12(c)).
The first configuration, shown in Figures 11(a) and 12(a),
has a common forwarding domain for all virtual software
routers on the box. This is probably best suited to situations where all the forwarding paths are composed of standard Click elements, where there is no need to isolate custom
forwarding paths in separate domains for reasons of security.
Using a common forwarding domain for a number of different virtual routers is very efficient and allows a large number
of virtual routers to share the same interfaces. In Section 3.2
we explore the issues of virtual router scaling further.
The second configuration, Figures 11(b) and 12(b), directly maps interfaces into guest domains enabling forwarding planes to safely run untrusted forwarding paths.
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When virtualising routers we have the option of performing the virtualisation of the forwarding plane ourselves in
Click, using an off-the-shelf virtualisation solution, or using
a hybrid of the two. Clearly OS-level virtualisation provides
effective isolation, but the question is whether the isolation
comes at the cost of performance. Two significantly different virtualisation solutions are Xen [1], which provides
hardware-level virtualisation and OpenVZ [11], which provides OS-level virtualisation. We were interested in seeing
how their design choices affected virtual router performance
and flexibility.
In OpenVZ a kernel is virtualised into so-called “containers” by replicating the kernel data structures and multiplexing system calls from each container into the underlying operating system kernel. Note that in such a system, there is
only a unique kernel that supports and implements the containers, so the containers can be considered “clones” of this
kernel. This approach results in low virtualisation overhead.
Xen in contrast uses hardware virtualisation to share resources between different guest domains. A hypervisor or
virtual machine monitor (VMM) schedules access to the CPUs
of the host system and is controlled by a special guest domain, dom0, which is booted along with the hypervisor. Xen
guest domains can run different operating systems concurrently.
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(c) Hybrid Forwarding Plane
Figure 11: Xen Configurations

The third possible configuration, Figures 11(c) and 12(c),
is where a proportion of the packets from a set of interfaces
is filtered in to a guest domain for further processing. This
may be the most flexible configuration but current stability
issues with the interaction between Click and the virtualization solutions preclude this being evaluated. We can evaluate
native bridging and forwarding in this scenario, and will do
so in Section 3.3.
To compare the performance of OpenVZ and Xen we take
the first two schemes and evaluate their performance by repeating the earlier multiprocessor experiment from section
2.1 with six bidirectional flows of 64 byte packets.
The left hand graph in Figure 13 compares the basic OpenVZ
and Xen systems with simple forwarding using Click, standard Linux forwarding is also shown to act as a baseline. For
forwarding rates less than 6Mpps where the system is underloaded the two virtualization systems are only limited by
rate of arriving packets. As the system becomes overloaded,
OpenVZ’s light weight architecture comes into its own and
performs marginally better than Xen.
The right hand graph in Figure 13 shows the results of forwarding in three guest domains each of which has two pairs
of interfaces directly mapped to each domain. For the Xen
experiments each domain was allocated two cores, with one
being allocated to each pair of interfaces. For the OpenVZ

OpenVZ
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coupled with its current performance running Click, it clear
that Xen is a better fit for a flexible software virtual routers
than OpenVZ.
This might not be the fairest comparison. However, it is
the best we can do given that the kernel version of Click
lacks support for containerisation.
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3.2 Interface Virtualisation
If a virtual router platform had to map each network interface into a single virtual router, this would severely impact
the flexibility provided by virtualisation and rule out a wide
range of possible deployment scenarios. Thus a critical issue for a virtual router platform is how to share interfaces
between virtualised routers. Mechanistically, the issue is
straightforward; the different virtual links need some form of
de-multiplexing tag, whether it be an Ethernet MAC address,
VLAN tag, MPLS label or IP tunnel address. The more interesting question concerns the effect of interface sharing on
overall performance and on fairness.
If an interface needs to be shared between virtualised routers,
there are three main options for doing so:
• Use software to demultiplex the flows and process the
packets as they arrive, as shown in Figure 14(a).

NIC NIC

• Use software to demultiplex the flows, but then requeue them on a per virtual router basis (Figure 14(b)).
This allows fairer scheduling between virtual routers.

(c) Hybrid Forwarding Plane
Figure 12: OpenVZ Configurations

• Use hardware de-multiplexing in the NIC, and present
multiple hardware queues to the OS (Figure 14(c)).
Simple software de-multiplexing has the great advantage
of simplicity, and when all the forwarding planes are implemented in the same OS domain, this scales to very large
numbers of virtual routers, as shown in Figure 15. Only
when the CPU caches start to thrash does performance dip.
The downside of simple software de-multiplexing is fairness. Packets are processed as far as the central queue in the
order in which they arrive on the incoming interface, irrespective of the intended prioritization of the virtual routers.
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experiments each domain had access to all cores and it was
left to the operating system to allocate them. Because Xen
provides hardware virtualization Click is able to run in the
kernel of each guest domain. OpenVZ’s operating system
virtualization limits Click to running in userspace. The inability to run Click in the kernel space for each OpenVZ
container severely curtails OpenVZ’s performance in comparison to Xen. For Click to run efficiently in OpenVZ it
would need to modified to support containerization.
If we require flexibility over the OS and the kernel that
is run by each virtual router then Xen is a better choice than
OpenVZ because it is not feasible to have a OpenVZ concurrently run Linux, FreeBSD and JunOS. But OpenVZ offers
marginal performance benefits over Xen because of its light
weight architecture.
We have seen that for the common forwarding plane running in the OpenVZ hardware node or Xen dom0, then OpenVZ
performs best. However if you are willing to sacrifice a small
amount of performance and use Xen then you gain the ability to run other scenarios on the same system. If you want
a flexible virtual software router then OpenVZ’s single kernel model is a significant disadvantage for virtual software
routers where each virtual software router could be required
to run distinct operating systems and kernels. When this is
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Figure 13: Performance of the different VMs with a consolidated
forwarding domain (left) and directly mapped interfaces (right).
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Figure 16: Per-flow forwarding rate with virtual routers prioritized 2:1 and
software de-multiplexing. Traffic flow is 60% low priority traffic.
Left: synthetic ideal case, Right: actual case.
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Figure 15: Forwarding rate as we add virtual routers.

Figure 16 illustrates the consequences of this. In this case
there are two virtual routers, each receiving packets from a
single shared interface and forwarding them out of a second shared interface. The routers are prioritised so that one
router should achieve twice the throughput of the other, but
60% of the traffic arriving is for the lower priority router.
Running on a single core to demonstrate the issue, this software de-multiplexed setup saturates at about 1Mpps. The
ideal case is shown on the left - after saturation, the higher
priority router should still be able to forward all the packets
that arrive for it, at the expense of the low priority router. In
fact, the situation on the right occurs because the packet arrivals dictate the scheduling options, and low priority packets that are polled are still processed.
A partial solution might be to re-queue the packets after
they are classified, and then apply a weighted fair-sharing
algorithm to the elements dequeuing the packets from these
additional queues as illustrated on Figure 14(b). However,
apart from increasing the complexity, this would also result in “excess” packets being discarded: a rather expensive
after-the-fact strategy, as these packets have already used
valuable memory accesses. In other words, not forwarding
some of these low priority packets would not greatly increase
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Figure 17: Per-flow forwarding rate with virtual routers prioritized 2:1 and
hardware de-multiplexing. Traffic flow is 60% low priority traffic.
Left: synthetic ideal case, Right: actual case.

the resources available for other forwarding engines to use.
This clearly indicates that if fairness and isolation are required amongst shared forwarding engines, hardware packet
classification is needed on the NIC (Figure 14(c)). Fortunately the rise of server virtualisation has created a market for just such hardware. Intel’s VMDq [12] enables the
NIC to filter packets into different queues which can then be
polled by different virtual routers. The number of filtered
queues is hardware dependent but is limited to 16 for the
Intel 82598, which slightly limits the scalability of this approach. A default queue is reserved for all the broadcast and
multicast traffic whilst the others are classified based upon
MAC addresses.
Figure 17 illustrates the benefits of a multi-queue approach.
As we do not currently have a polling driver for VMDq
NICs, we emulated the approach using two single-queue NICs
and used the upstream Ethernet switch to classify the packets and direct them to the correct NICs. So long as neither
flow exceeds 1Gb/s, this will effectively emulate a 2Gb/s
interface running VMDq. As before, 60% of the traffic is
destined for the low-priority forwarding plane, whereas the
Click scheduler aims to bias forwarding 2:1 in favor of the
high-priority forwarding plane. In contrast to the software

3.3 Virtual forwarding scenarios
So far we have discussed different system virtualisation
technologies, leaning towards XEN as a more flexible platform for virtual software routers; we further illustrated the
issues regarding virtualisation of network interfaces. In this
section of the paper we bring these together, presenting different XEN forwarding scenarios and discussing their suitability with regards to a virtual router platform.

3.3.1 Forwarding using I/O channels
Perhaps the most obvious scenario is the one depicted in
Figure 11(c), where packets are received by dom0 and then
sent to the domUs which contain the forwarding planes. This
approach has its advantages: because dom02 classifies the
packets, the interfaces are essentially virtualised, and running each forwarding plane on a separate domU3 provides
isolation between the virtual routers. One downside to the
scenario is that it is hard to provide fairness, since dom0 has
to receive all packets first before classifying them into the
domUs.

of the 8 cores when forwarding) can forward at close to 0.8
Mpps. The reason for such poor performance is that in order
to transfer packets between dom0 and a domU, XEN uses
I/O channels, requiring costly hypervisor domain switches.
Previous research confirms this, showing that 30-40% of the
execution time for a network transmit or receive operation is
spent in the Xen hypervisor domain [13]. Recent work [14]
has addressed this issue, but a currently a public implementation is unavailable for testing.

3.3.2 Forwarding in dom0
An alternative scenario is that shown in Figure 11(a), with
dom0 handling all of the forwarding planes and using the
domUs for the control planes. This scheme is also able to
virtualise the network interfaces and even improves upon the
previous one, since packets are not sent to the domUs which
avoids the I/O channel bottleneck. In order to test the performance of this scenario, we used six uni-directional flows of
64-byte packets. As shown in Figure 19, removing the I/O
bottleneck results in a significant increase in performance,
forwarding close to 7 Mpps.
7

6
Received Packet Rate (Mpps)

de-multiplexing approach, using hardware multiplexing allows the scheduler to function properly. Once the CPU core
reaches saturation, packets from the high-priority router are
not dropped until the high-priority traffic approaches its fair
share of the processing resources. The synthetic ideal curve
based on an assumed saturation point at 1Mpps is shown on
the left, and the achieved results on the right. The fairness is
not perfect, in part because the saturation point turns out to
depend on the traffic distribution, but it is close enough for
most purposes.
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Figure 19: Dom0’s forwarding performance for minimum-sized packets.
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Figure 18: Performance limitation of XEN’s I/O channel (64-byte packets).

The biggest problem with this approach, however, is its
performance. As shown in Figure 18, this setup only manages to forward 0.05 Mpps 64-byte packets per second when
using 8 cores (one per domU); indeed, even native Linux in
dom0 without polling (which does not take full advantage
2 A dom0 is a Xen master domain that has priviliged access to the
system.
3 A domU is a Xen guest domain that has limited access to the system.

Unfortunately, this increase comes at a cost. Forwarding everything in dom0 means that the different forwarding
planes are not isolated from each other, an important factor
for a virtual router platform. Clearly this scenario provides
a crucial improvement in performance with regards to the
previous approach, but it is not without problems.

3.3.3 Forwarding using direct NIC mapping
In last scenario (see Figure 11(b)), network interfaces are
directly mapped to domUs so that packets are directly transferred to each domU’s memory via DMA. In terms of performance, using six forwarding paths, six domUs, six cores and
six pairs of interfaces results in a forwarding rate of about 7
Mpps, just like in the previous scenario.
Beyond this, we want to consider the case where several
domUs share a core, which could arise if the number of virtual routers were high. To test this, we first assigned 2 domUs and then 3 domUs to a single core, and compared these
to the performance in the previous scenario, where all for-

warding planes are in dom0. The results (shown in Figure
20) show that sharing a core among an increasing number
of domUs yields a decrease in forwarding performance; the
reason behind this is probably trashing of the L2 cache as a
result of context switches.
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Figure 20: Direct mapped domains sharing a single core

In the end, we believe that this decrease in performance
will not be an issue in the future, since CPUs with 32 cores
are already available, and Intel engineers are already talking about chips with core counts in the hundreds and even
thousands. Another potential problem with this approach is
that each domain needs its own interfaces, and it would seem
that, at first sight, the number of forwarding domains would
be limited by the number of physical interfaces on the system. As it turns out, this will no longer be an issue in the near
future, since hardware virtual queuing is already supported
at least in Intel’s 10Gb cards (although work is needed so
that the Linux driver for this card will work with Click). The
fact that current hardware trends eliminate this scenario’s
biggest performance bottlenecks, coupled with the fact that
it provides excellent isolation and fairness among forwarding planes leads us to believe that commodity hardware is
a viable platform for constructing high performance virtual
routers.

4.

CONCLUSION

Contrary to conventional wisdom, we have shown that the
forwarding performance of modern software routers is actually rather good. An inexpensive modern x86 rack-mount
server can forward minimum-sized packets at several gigabits per second and larger packets at much higher rates.
However, getting this sort of performance is not trivial,
and naive approaches will result in an order of magnitude
less throughput. The fundamental limit on forwarding performance is currently memory latency. Although these systems have huge memory bandwidth, they frequently cannot
make use of this due to poor locality of reference in the
DMA controller hardware and PCIe arbitration. It is clear
that smarter hardware could make much better use of memory bandwidth. Bursting transfers of several back-to-back
packets from one NIC at a time into contiguous memory

regions might increase throughput significantly. As more
and more cores become available, it may become feasible
to turn off DMA and to dedicate cores to the role of transferring data between the NICs and memory in the best way
to maintain memory throughput. This essentially gives us a
programmable DMA controller.
NUMA architectures, which effectively provide “concurrent, full-speed” memory access by giving each CPU its own
memory controller and associated bank, should somewhat
improve this situation and may shift the bottleneck onto another sub-system, as long as various packets and associated
descriptors can be kept in the appropriate physical memory
locations to exploit concurrent memory access to the full.
While NUMA potentially offers a way to break the current
performance wall, note that the gain would scale in terms of
numbers of CPU, not numbers of cores. Coupled with the
promise of ever increasing numbers of cores per CPU chip,
our findings suggest that computing power will stay in vast
surplus in software router systems.
The allocation of tasks to cores is also critical for performance. The goal is clear: operations touching the same
packet must do so within the same cache hierarchy to avoid
expensive main memory accesses. If this is done, then complex router applications (e.g., intrusion detection, deep packet
inspection, etc) are well within the reach of modern commodity hardware.
The spare computing capacity available facilitates the provision of high-performance virtual router platforms. Our experimentation with current system virtualisation approaches
shows that the performance of virtual routers is extremely
sensitive to various system issues. Our conclusion is that
currently the best performance is achieved by virtualising
forwarding engines within a single forwarder domain. Doing so yields aggregate performance close to that realised
without virtualisation, proving that software virtual routers
do not have to exhibit low performance. We also show elsewhere [15] how isolation and fairness can be reconciled with
performance in such an approach. However, I/O performance
for guest domains is receiving research attention [14], so
in the future, a forwarder domain may no longer be necessary. Direct mapping of properly abstracted hardware virtual
queues could also provide a suitable alternative solution.
In line with our work, but in the context of distributed
software routers, [16] also identifies memory as the main
system bottleneck on modern commodity hardware. The authors reach this conclusion using proprietory Intel diagnosis
tools, but differ somewhat from us when explaining the reasons behind the bottleneck.
A different approach is presented in [17], which proposed
hardware assisted router virtualisation, with an explicit decoupling between the control planes running on commodity hardware, and the forwarding plane running on network
processors. Our focus is on using commodity hardware for
forwarding because it offers better flexibility and ease of deployment. While we have mainly focused on forwarding

performance, virtual control planes can easily be supported
as separate guest domains in our approach. However, should
this prove a performance limitation, an explicit separation of
slow and fast planes is also possible in an all PC set-up.
Earlier we only considered a virtual router platform composed built using a single virtualisation system ignoring any
hybrid approach. It might not be imediately obvious that
hybrid virtualisation solutions exist but they are at least feasible. One possible hybrid solution that would viable is to
combine Xen and OpenVZ for the forwarding plane and control planes respectively. By taking advantage of hardware
virtualisation we can concurrently run both Xen and OpenVZ.
Xen
Overall, our findings indicate that although router virtualisation is still at an early stage of research, solutions based
on current and near-future commodity hardware represent a
flexible, practical and inexpensive proposition.
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